
 
 

Country Cascades Waterpark Resort Announces Major Milestone in $14 Million Indoor 
Waterpark Addition 

 
PIGEON FORGE, Tenn. (April 23, 2024) – Pigeon Forge’s largest waterpark resort has achieved a major 
developmental milestone on Braxton Beaver’s Shipwreck Bay, with the installation of the first section of 
their iconic Tidal Wave Roof, engineered and manufactured by Novum, Inc. The section installed today 
covers nearly 8,000 sq.ft. and required a crane, provided by ALL Family of Companies, with a hoist 
capacity of a million pounds. Over the next few days additional sections will be hoisted into place to 
create the perfect environment where it is always sunny and 70. The project’s General Contractor is 
Rouse Construction out of Farragut, Tennessee.  
 
Scheduled to open in early 2025, Braxton Beaver’s Shipwreck Bay will offer a fully immersive waterpark 
experience, designed and themed by Country Cascades Waterpark Resort’s very own Forest Friends. 
Braxton’s newly discovered shipwreck will be at the heart of the water wonderland, featuring a zero-entry 
splash pad play structure, four thrilling slides, and an array of interactive elements. Fracilla Fox is adding 
her own waterslide fun, with Fracilla Fox’s Lasso Looper and Fracilla Fox’s Swirl & Twirl. Bayside 
Lagoon, an activity pool, will ensure hours of adventure with basketball, swimming, and games with the 
Country Cascades activity team. Meanwhile, parents who are looking to unwind can enjoy an oasis of 
relaxation at the warming spa. 
 
Braxton Beaver’s Shipwreck Bay follows the successful $26 Million reimagining of Country Cascades 
Waterpark Resort, completed in summer 2023. Guests can now savor five dining experiences, hangout 
with the dynamic Forest Friends, compete in DuckPin Bowling, VR, and much more at the thrilling 
arcade, and enjoy a variety of complementary activities, including nightly storytime and dance parties.  
 
For more information, visit CountryCascades.com. 
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